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Memo 
To:  Goulden House  

From:  Stephanie Pascal, Project Controller 

CC:   

Date:  18th March 2024 

Re: Goulden House Co-op – Intrusive Survey  

The results and report for the above contract were returned on Thursday 8th 
February 2024 performed by Can UK and the structural report prepared by 
Capital Property & Construction Consultants Ltd. 
 
The purpose of the survey/ investigation was to identify structural defects 

throughout the external fabric of the building and more specifically to determine 

the extent of defective/ spalling concrete. 

Sampling and testing of exposed concrete members (ie. primarily faces of the 

floor and balcony slabs)  

included the following:  

• hammer testing of exposed concrete to identify areas of loose, or 

potentially loose materials,  

• concrete cover meter survey,  

• carbonation testing,  

• chloride and cement content testing. 

 

The overall condition of the building was considered to be in reasonably good  
condition with no obvious indications of structural distress caused by movement of  
the foundations or supporting ground.  
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CAN’s Survey Report has confirmed that exposed concrete is in a poor condition to  
varying degrees throughout, with many areas of cracked and spalling concrete with  
reinforcement exposed and rusting at the surface. The likely cause is possible or  
ineffective joint/head restraint. (see attached drawings within document labelled  
J3L5946-GOUL-RP01) 
 

 
A large quantity of recorded 797 samples taken demonstrated a depth of 2mm–10mm 
carbonation from the surface of the concrete. 
 
Extract from Concrete testing 

Failure of previous concrete repairs was also evident and that loose and bulging  
brickwork in brickwork panels mainly below and adjacent to windows were also noted  
which could have occurred during window replacement and carries potential damage  
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pending any future window replacement. 
 

 
 
Potential risk of falling materials revealed during the survey has been removed and been  
left un-repaired which will accelerate deterioration of condition. (see attached drawings  
within document labelled J3L5946-GOUL-RP01) 
 
 

 
Recommendations 
 
It is recommended that full concrete repairs are undertaken at least within the next  
three years to include the application of anti-carbonation coatings to all exposed  
concrete members.   
 
It is also recommended that the Goulden House Co-op continue their weekly  
walk-around safety inspections undertaken at ground level. In addition, considerations of  
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Short-term risk mitigation measures, comprising of cleaning, and priming of exposed  
rebars and infilling of spalled concrete with a proprietary repair material, can all be  
be facilitated by roped access. The recommended permanent repairs should be  
undertaken within two years of any holding repairs.  
 
Below are extracts from Appendix B – Schedule of defects 7 recommended repairs  
from within Capital’s report. 
 
Masonry 
 

 
Concrete 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
I therefore concur with the consultants findings and recommendation to be conducted  
within the next 3 years. 
 
  
 
Stephanie Pascal 


